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HUNTING IN CZECH REPUBLIC 

 
 
Species: 

 
-‐ Fallow deer (great trophies). 
-‐ Black fallow deer. 
-‐ Red Deer. 
-‐ Wild boar. 

 

Description:  

Czech Republic, as Hungary or 
Bulgary have the most bigger trophies 
for fallow deer in Europe. 

In our estate with more of 1.000 
hectareas (closed), we practices a 
personalized hunting for you. When 
you will be into the estate you will 
know that you are in a special hunting 
destination. The perfect landscapes 

for stalking: denses forests and wavy meadows mixed. 

 

Hunting: 

 Greats fallow and red deers in our 
estate in Czech Republic are the 
outcome after many years working 
for it. Each year we gets amazing 
prizes there. Besides there we have a 
good population of black fallow deer. 
Hunt great wild boar waiting in 
towers and stalking is possible too. 
All these species can be hunted from 
comfortable towers or with our 
stalker along the forests. 
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Hunting season:  
 
 The best time for hunting is during 
the rut (october), because the bigs 
bucks can be saw more easily, 
altough in our hunting estate we 
doesn´t driven hunts and is possible 
to hunt during the rest of the 
season. 

 
 
 

Accommodation: 
 
If the hunting is very special in this destination, the residence and services 
is amazing. Luxury, special decoration, intimacy…all the luxuries that you 
can imagine are in the main lodge (palace) or in the luxurious cottage in the 
middle of the forest. In this hunting estate, with the staff, the trophies and 
the accommodation, you will live a special hunting trip (luxury). 
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EXCLUSIVE TOURISM FOR HUNTERS AND COMPANIONS. 

The old center-european countries are very demanded for the “hunter-
tourist”. In this case Prague as capital and Brno for its recognition, are two 
ideal destinations for visiting during your hunting trip. 
 
Prague, Bohemian’s capital, its historical city (World Heritage), the new and 
old neighborhood; tha Castle with its Cathedral (into), the gold’s street 
where lived Franz Kafka and the alchemists…The Real Palace, Charles’ 
Bridged and an extensive list of monuments are the perfect excuse for you 
know Prague during your hunting days. So the cuisine, the traditionals beer 
halls, theatres and the nightlife are very attractive too. On order we can to 
organise an exclusives visit to glass artisan and he will learn you the 
antique technical of blown glass in Bohemia. 
 
Stalk fallow deers duringt the majestic autumm in a dense center-european 
forest, the luxury and design in the (perhaps) the best hunting lodge in 
Europe, and the oportunity for knowing the elegance bustle in the streets of 
Prague with your family and friends during a perfect hunting trip with 
Venare Hunting (Travels & Meetings). 
 

 

	  


